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AN ANALYSIS OF DETERIORATION

IN FARM STRUCTURES

INTRODUCTION

"The next structure I build will be of a material
like concrete or metal. No more wooden buildings for

me. This statement was made by one farmer whose build-

ings had been severely damaged by fungi and insects and

expressed the sentiments of a number of others.

Obviously, these people have lost respect for wood as a

building material and will purchase no more lumber LU

is absolutely necessary until they are shown beyond

doubt that decay and insect damage can be prevented

The development of wood destroying organisms is

known to be dependent upon suitable conditions of mois-

ture and temperature, and numerous recommendations for

preventing their attack have been published and applied
successfully in many types of buildings. Although the

deterioration problems in farm structures may be more
complex than those in some other types of building
there is no reason to believe that these problems can
not be overcome. Prior to this undertaking, little
effort had been made to study systematically the condi-
tions conducive to deterioration in farm structures and
to make specific recommendations for counteracting them.
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This study of deterioration in farm structures near

Corvallis, Oregon, was made as a basis for future

larger-scale investigations.

OBJSCTIVES. The objective of this study was to

develop a satisfactory plan for surveying deterioration

in farm structures in order to disclose the following

information:

the causes of deterioration,

the conditions favoring deterioration

the parts of structures and the types of
material most subject to deterioration,

the volume of deteriorated wood.

PREVIOUS WORK. Records of the few similar pro-

jects contained no suitable forms for inspections of

farm structures but did suggest important points to be

included.

Wooley 9, pp.10-12 listed the portions of farm

structures that showed the most rapid deterioration and

the conditions that favored deterioration. His purpose

was to determine the effects of such factors as founda-
tion height and frequency of painting on annual depreci-

ation rates of entire structures. He did not attempt

detailed analyses of the effects of individual factors.

Giese (4) presented an outline for research in
farm structures and suggested investigation by building



types. However, he was interested in the efficiency of

operations in structures, not in deterioration.

Termite inspection forms were exhibited by Snyder

(7, pp.220-222) and Kofoid (61 P.555), but they were de-
signed principally for the use of contractors and exter-

minators engaged in repairing damage caused by termites.

Individual cases were presented in numerous

articles to prove desired points concerning deteriora-

tion in farm structures. Titles such as "Decay and

Termites Ruin Foundation Timbers in 14-Year-Old House"

(1) and "Twenty-nine Year Old Pressure Treated Silo

Decay or Maintenance" (2) indicate the limited scope of

these articles.



DEVElOPMENT OF TUE PLAN

This plan for surveying deterioration in farm

structures was developed on the basis of advice from the

Agricultural Engineering and Forest Products Departments

of Oregon State College and was modified through trial in-

spections of 23 structures on 15 farms. The plan

includes: (a) a procedure for selecting structures to be

inspected, (b) data sheets for recording the necessary in-

formation, (c) tools for detecting deterioration and (d)

methods of analysing the data.
SELECTION OF STRUCTURES. In order to accomplish

the objective in the available time and to collect the

most practical information, limitations were placed upon

the structures to be inspected.

Location. To avoid lengthy trips, structures were

required to be within a ton-mile radius of Corvallis.
In a larger survey, a system of random sampling
be necessary to obtain a complete representation of

the structures in a given area.

Construction. Since modern construction practice

avoids placing untreated wood in contact with the ground,

foundations were required to be of concrete, rock,
Preservative treated wood, or other durable material

Recommended minimum foundation heights vary from



the six to 12 inches advised by Carter and Foster

(3, p.119) to the 20 inches suggested by Wooley (9, p.31)

In this study, no limitation was placed upon foundation

height because more information concerning its effects was

desired.

Aga. Structures were required to be at leastten

years old because preliminary inspections had revealed

little deterioration in structures of lesser age.

The original plan was to inspect structures in the

ten- to 20.year-old age group so that the amounts of dete-

rioration would not be affected by large differences in

the ages of structures. This idea was discarded because

there were too few structures within this age group that
met the other limitations.

Types gl structure,. So that several structures of

a single use type could be compared, a structure was net

inspected unless there were several other structures of

the same type in the area.

COLLECTION OF DATA. The development of satisfac.

tory data sheets progressed through several sets of exper.
imental forms. The data sheets shown in Appendix A (P53-

66) were used for most of the inspections but those shown

in Appendix B (p 67.76) include the final revisions and

are recommended for future use.

The special forms in Appendix C (p.7741) were
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designed to record the general information and structural
details for silos because the regular data sheets would
not accommodate the necessary information.

The data covered three main topics: the farm, the
owner, and the individual structure. The information on

the individual structure was subsequently divided into:
(a) general information, (b) a photograph of the struc-
ture, (c) a drawing of the floor plan and elevations,
(d) structural details and (e) deterioration details.

The reasons for requiring most of the data on the
sample forms are self explanatory. The majority of the
factors were thought to affect deterioration; their ob.
served effects are analysed in the results. The following

discussion describes each major division of the data and
explains developments that are not covered in the results.

Farr description. The farm description (p.54) was

designed to give an over-all picture of the farm and the
factors that affected all of its structures. The type of

farm was recorded at the top of the page for filing
purposes.

The names and present addresses of previous °cow.

pants within the lives of the structures on each farm were

noted because these people might furnish historical infork-
nation that would help to explain some of the deteriora-
tion.



Attitude 91 he owner. The section on the attitude
of the owner (p.55) was intended to reveal the armor's

interest in better practices and his readiness to accept
recommendations resulting from the survey.

The questions concerning preservatives and

preservative-treated lumber were included to determine the
extent to which these products were used and the existing
or potential demand for these products.

General, information gaga isdivi ualt OZ..% Mr*

Data on the appearance, history, use, maintenance, and
immediate surroundings of the structure were recorded as
general information (p.56). The type of structure was
placed at the top of the page for filing purposes.

The site moisture conditions were originally de-
scribed by the actual wetness of the ground. Since this
was dependent upon the season of the year and the weather

conditions at the time of inspection, drainage, air circu-
lation, and elevation soon were recognized as better Judi
cations of site moisture conditions.

Photoaranh gt.thg, strlictuKe. A photograph of the

structure (p.57) helped to correlate the descriptive in-
formation and made the report easier to interpret In one

instance, the photographs recorded important details that
were overlooked until the data were analyzed (p.28).

While the most valuable photographs showed the two



sides of the structures that contained the t deteriora.
tion lighting conditions and obstructions often governed
the views taken.

DrawinK of OA floor Asia sal slsvaljiQns. The

drawing of the structure (p.58) gave the plan view of the
floor closest to the ground lino together with the four
elevations. The principal material in each structural di
vision was indicated while the cases of deterioration and
contributing factors, such as manure piles, were located.

Sketches were made most easily on graph paper with

five or ten squares per inch. Materials were represented
by colors as follows: wood

deteriorated wood . green;
; concrete . blue;

siYa

manure, and miscellaneous materials When one

material was laid over another, the base material was rep.
resented by a solid color, and the overlaid material was
represented by cross hatching.

ructurak details The structural details of the
major portions of the structure were recorded in
determine the relationships of various types of

construetionto deterioration. As illustrated on pages
combination of sketches and descriptions seemed to be the

clearest method of presenting the information.
Many instances were noticed in which wooden members

were sound after considerable exposure to conditions

straw



favoring deterioration. An attempt to record the details
of these situations was discontinued because of the
limited time available.

Deterioration details. As shown on pages 62-66,

each case of deterioration was recorded by a description
and supplementary photographs or sketches.

The causes of deterioration and the contributory
conditions are often confused. Th deteriorating organ
ions are the causes of deterioration and their devolop.,

ent is favored by the contributory conditions.
Generak information gg 'silos. The general informa-

tion required for silos (p.78) was very similar to that
required for other structures except that silos could be
divided according to their original manufacture.
Commercial silos, being partially fabricated at a factory,
and silos constructed entirely by farmers or contractors
might not be equally resistant to deterioration because
of differences in design, construction, and materials

Structural 4otatXs for silos. The four distinct
types of wooden silos described by Carter and Foster
(3, p 261); wood stave wood stud and sheathing, wooden

hoop, and timber crib indicate the basic differences
between the construction of silos and that of most other
types of farm structures. The framework or wall.

supporting members of silos could be studs or hoops, or
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the wall might be self supported as in timber crib

construction. The silage retaining wall might consist of

wooden staves, plywood, lumber sheathing, or dimension

lumber.

Special attention was given to the region around

the doors, where bulky construction and poor ventilation

inside the chute might combine to produce very favorable

conditions for deterioration.

Since the silo forms were a last-minute development

and were not subjected to much trial, many improvements

probably can be made in them.

TOOL3 USED IN DETECTING DETERIORATION. Deteriora-

tion was most easily detected with a common ice pick.

The long slender blade would probe into places neither

visible nor accessible to other devices. Sound and

decayed wood were easily distinguished, and the solid

outer shell of wood left by termites usually could be

pierced readily.

An increment borer was useful occasionally

detecting deterioration in the centers of heavy struct a

members.

Tapping a piece of wood with a hammer or other hard

object sometimes indicated the condition of the wood, but

the sound often was deceiving. When pieces of wood con-

taining termites were tapped, the soldier termites



occasionally were heard rattling their heads against the
tunnel walls.



RESULTS

The reports from the 15 farms (23 structures)

covered by this survey are on file at the Oregon Forest
Products Laboratory. This section presents a consolida-

tion and analysis of the data recorded in those reports.

In the analysis of the deterioration, the relation-

ships of certain general factors to over-all deterioration
of structures are considered first. Then more specific

relationships concerning such factors as construction and

exposure are discussed.

ATTITUDES AND COMMENTS OF OWNERS. Although several

of the farmers were busy at the time of inspection, they

were all cooperative and took time to show the writer

their buildings.

Q ypA, preservatives ores ative-treaVed

4.umber. Of the 12 farmers questioned, six had used pre

servatives Four of the six had used the salt treatment

described by Graham (5, p.11). Two of them were satisfied

with the results, one was not satisfied, and two had no

opinion. Creosote was used by the remaining two, one of

whom thought the treatment had prolonged the service life
of his fence posts.

Seven of 12 farmers thought treated lumber defi-

nitely should be used in the construction of farm

12



b ldings principally in the foundation.. -lower

region, if it were readily available at a reasonable cost.

Two farmers did not think treated lumber was necessary,

and the other three were undecided.

Comments ga detgrioration la structures.

most of the farmers consulted the county agent or the
college for scientific information, their *Pinions were

based largely on their own experiences.

The majority of the farmers felt that the

sides of their structures presented the greatest deterio-

ration problems, but most of them were undecided about

solutions. Some thought wooden shingles might be satis-

factory on the south walls, whereas others thought metal

siding was the only answer.

One farmer, with reference to pole barn co

tion, doubted that even poles pressure treated with a pre-

servative would last long enough to be practical in

contact with the ground.

Another farmer had hewed the timbers for h

year-old barn, and, because they had deteriorated

little, he was firmly convinced that hewing was the &savor

to the deterioration problem.

22yeatt a flan 221a.Several observations n

fence posts were noted. One farmer said that oak posts

lasted very well if they were cut green and seasoned, but

7-



he had had little success with other speei s. Another man

said that oak posts decay more quickly on the east side of
the Cascades than on the west side, despite the greater
rainfall on the west side.

Because both metal and untreated wooden posts were

priced too high and the latter did not last long enough,
one man thought there would be a good market for

preservative-treated wooden posts in this area. A visitor
at this farm said that metal posts are more satisfactory
than wooden ones in much of eastern Oregon, where pack

horses must be used for transportation and compactness is
essential. -

SUMMATION OF CASES AND CAUSES 07 DETERIORATiON.

,Casee 1g, deterioration. A total o .s of
deter. oration were recorded giving an average of two
cases per structure. Three structures showed no &Mario.-
ration and the maximum number of cases in any one

structure was six.

Ig 14.111.12EAILIS, Fungi were active in all
46 cases of deterioration. Termites were jointly active
in nine cases, in all of which the affected wood was in
contact with the ground or with the foundations. Damage

by insects other than termites was not serious enough to
be mentioned
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Age group tures struc- cases per structure



GENERAL FACTORS OF FARMS AND STRUCTURES.

General factors alikahmta relationship
de erioration.

AA191:11.1130agED: The ovorogo age of the

structures inspected was 20 years. The minimum age was

ten years and the maximum was 37.

As shown in Table 10 both the average number of

cases of deterioration and the average volume of deterio
ration per structure increased in successively greater age
groups. The three structures that contained no deteriora.
tion were of ages 10, U, and 16 years. The structure

that contained the maximum amount of d*teriotation, 5

board feet, was 30 years old.
In many of the other tables average ages of

the groups of structures were included so that the effects
of the considered factors could be determined more
accurately.

2. Um structure. The structuresinspected
eluded 7 general purpose barns, 4 dairy barns, 3 *gait,-

Bent sheds, 3 silos, 1 horse barn, 1 poultry house
1 brooder house, 1 pump house, 1 milking parlor, and 1
grain warehouse. The area contained a number of other

structures in each of the above use types which would have

been inspected if there had been sufficient time
Structures that had similar uses were grouped together in



Table

Area of
structure Number of
s.. ft. structures

Deterioration by Sixes of Structures

Averag
age of
structures

ears

Deterioration
Average
number o
cases per
structure

b V ntilation of Structures

Average
volume per
structure
bd. f

17

Under 1000 9 20 1.9 55
1000.2000 7 20 1.4 23
2000.3000 4 17 2.0 152
3000.4000 No structure s were insp. cted in thi s group
4000-5000 3 26 3.7 117

Table 4. Interior Deterioration

Deterioration
Average Average Average
age number of volume per

Number of structures cases per structure
Ventilation structures (Years) structure (bd. ft.)

Good 5 18 None None
Fair 15 22 0.7 46
Poor 18 1.3 70



Table 2.

All of the barns were grouped together because
sheltered at least a few animals and some feed. The barns

contained the greatest average amount of deteriorated

wood. This might be expected because of their large

average slim and because of the fact that waste matter

from large animals and the plentiful use of water created

moist atmospheres within them.

With the exception of one group, the deterioration

in the other types of structures varied according to the

interior moisture conditions. Silage is typically moist.

Moisture conditions in poultry and brooder houses are not

as severe as those in barns for larger animals or silos.

The contents and interiors of grain warehouses and equip-

ment sheds are usually dry. The small amounts of deterio-

ration in the pump house and milking parlor, where large

amounts of water were used, are partially explained b

relatively small size of the pump house and the low age

the milking parlor.

Qje. of structure. The volume of deterioration

per structure increased as the sizes of the structures

increased (Table 3).

Ventilation gf.411tructure,. Deterioration in the

interiors of the structures appears to have been propor-

tionate to the degree of ventilation (Table 4), although
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Ta4le 5 Deterioration by Length of Present Ownerhip

Length of
ownership
(years)

Number
of
farms

Number
of
struc-
ture

Average
age of
struc-
tures
(years)

Deterioration
Average
number of
cases Per
structure

Average
volume per
structure
(bd. ft.)

Under 10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
Liver 50

1
2
2
6

No structures
4

1
4.

3
7

a I

mire

24
22
20
17
inspected

22

6.0
1.8
1.7
1.3
in this

2.4

123
137

2
group

65

Under 50 4 4 18 2.8 68
50-100 2 2 13 None None
100-150 1 2 23 1.5 36
150.200 2 4 25 2.0 39
Over 200 6 2 20 2.2 101

Structures
Deterioration

Average Average
Number Average number of volume per
of age cases per structure

Acres' e farms Number ears structure: bd. ft.L

a e Dee ra Size of Fa



the volume of deterioration charged directly poor

ventilation was small
Relatively open structures, such as those in

Figures 8, 9, and 10 (p.86), were said to have good venti-
lation. Poor ventilation is illustrated by the structures
shown in Figures 16 (p.88), 17 (P.90), and 24 (p 92) which

were closed most of the time. When ventilation was not

definitely poor or good, it was classed as fair.
5. Length of Present ownership. All of the farms

visited were owned by the occupants, and the lengths of
the present ownerships varied from one to 60 years and
averaged 32 years.

The average volumes of deterioration per structure
varied inversely as the lengths of present ownerships
(Table 5). The data also show that on the average,

people who had occupied their farms 20 years or longe
were there when the structures were built. Such farmers

probably would understand the construction and problems

deterioration better than those who had acquired standing
structures. The average long-term owner probably would

have more pride in his structures, and would be inclined
towards better maintenance than the average short-term
occupant



Table S. Deterioration in Walls of Structures
by Condition of Paint

ur

/?.
Good
Fair 1.(2) ig
Poor 4 22 3"0 39

21

2 2 2 14 2.0
3 3 3 19 3.3
4 3 5 22 1.1 32
5 5 19 1.5 57
6 2 19 24 61

2 a

Deterioration
c welt Average 'Average

Average number of volume per
ion age cases per structure

Structures
Deterioration

Average Average
umber Number Average number of volume per

structure of Number age cases per structure
on farm farm! 41110"tetot 'years) structure,jbd, ft,)

Table 7* Deterioration b rs
ur n



2.lautalms. Structures were inspected on
farms that ranged in sise from 36 to 500 acres and
averaged 156 acres

Although there were greater volume. of deteriora-
tion per structure for farms over 200 acres than for farms
less than 200 acres, there waz no timiler trend in the
other sise groups of less than 200 acres (Walk 6).

2. Number LC ilmaramrsti 2 Luz. No re tionsh
was found between the numbers of structures on the farms

and the amounts of deterioration per structure (Table 7)
t was thought that less maintenance work might be done

structure as the numbers of structures on the farms
increased

3

had no significance
may be explained by the vary

labor at different dates of
amounts of hose labor used

cos of
deterioration. This

toes of materials and
tic= and the various

22

44- gag...Un. matt condition of the
fiIm or the absence of paint showed no relationship
amounts of deterioration in the walls of the structures
(Tall* 8)*



Table 10. Deter
Wall Rs

Generally
level land

isture

Land flooded
annually

High ground
or moll
drained land

Nt

3 19

17

Foundatio

0.3

0.8

41

Dairy 3 4 15 1.2 32
Orchard 1 13 1.0 32
General a 13 22 2.5 70
PillId 3 5 22 109

Structures
Deterioration

Average
number of

Average
volume perAverage

TIP* 0 Number age eases per structure
farm qf farms umbe (Years) structure (b.

Table 9. Deterioratio by Types of Farms
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General factors for which data were inconclusive

or insufficient.

am. of farm. Structures were inspected on 8

general farms, 3 dairy farms, 3 seed farms, and 1 orchard.

No logical relationship of farm type to deterioration is

indicated in Table 9, but most of the specialized farms

probably would have been better classified as general

farms because a few cows chickens, and vegetables were

raised on them.

Site moisture conditions. The greatest amount

of deterioration in the foundation-sill-lower wall region

(the structural division that was thought to be most

affected by site moisture conditions) was found in struc-

tures that were subject to high water (Table 10) The

remaining data were not conclusive, showing less deterio-

ration in structures on level land than in structures on
high or well drained land.

Claps of labor, used lac netru to Of the

eight structures for which information on construction

labor WAS available, five were built entirely by contrac-

tors or farm carpenters, one was built partly by a carpen-

ter and partly by a farmer, and two were constructed

entirely by the farmers. In this small number of struc-

tures, no relationship was noticed between the classes of

labor and the amounts of deterioration in the structures.



Table 11. Deterioration and Sources of Moisture in the
Foundat on-Sill-Lower Wall Rein Foundation .

verage
ounda-
ion
eight
feat

Structures
Deterioration

Source ,ii ture

Ground
contact

High
water

nure
piled
against
struc-
ture

art
piled
against
struc-
ture

Water
splashed
in normal
.., r* *

Average
number of
cases per
structure

Average
vol. per
structure
bd. ft Rain

Num-
bar

Avg.
age

re.
es o

62

eter ozat

6
30

o

15
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Table 12. Deterioration
b al netructi.n

Due to Penetration of Bain
s

Deterioration
Structures virago Average

Average number of volume per
Type of wall age cases per structure
construction plumbs (years) structure (bd. ft.
Post and beam frame,
vertical siding U 22 0.5 U
Stud frame,
horisontal siding 6 16 0.5
Post and beam frame,
shingles 1 12 None None

Stud frame, shingles 1 10 None None

Both types of frame,
all three types of
siding_ 1 37 None None
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and used lumber. The eleven structures
which information on lumber was recorded were built

entirely of new lumber except for one loft floor, which
was made of boards taken from an old barn. Therefore, it

was not possible to determine whether or not there was any
spread of deteriorating organisms from used lumber to new.

;oscine precautions taken against deteriora-

tion. All precautions taken against deterioration were in

the form of good construction practices. No preservatives

or preservative-treated wood were used in any of the
structures inspected.

STRUCTURAL DETAILS.

Foundation Deterioration in the foundation-sill-

lower wall region decreased with increased foundation
height (Table 11). However, a considerable amount of

deterioration was recorded for structures that had founda-

tion heights greater than 1 feet. The moisture for this

deterioration apparently came from rain that had pene-

trated the siding

1111 construction. Walls we classified into four

groups by combinations of framing and siding: (A) pos

and-beam framing with vertical siding, (B) stud framing

with horizontal drop siding, (C) post-and-beam framing

with shingles, and (D) stud framing with shingles.
(See Table 12). The wall construction of silos was
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markedly different from that of most other farm struc
and the information concerning this factor was

be included in this analysis.
Many joints in both types of framing were hea

enough to hinder seriously the evaporation of moisture that
penetrated them, but there would have been no source of
moisture in most cases if the siding had been weather.
tight.

Of the U. structures that had group A) walls, three
had full-length vertical siding boards on all walls except
where there were openings. (See Figures 9, 10, and 12,
p.86). No deterioration due to the penetration of rain
through the siding was found in these structures.

Vertical siding boards were joined end-to-end to
cover the heights of the gable walls of eight structures.
The construction of these joints (which were aligned hori
xontally across the walls) was not recorded because the
significance was not realised until the data were analysed
Fortunately, six photographs of structures (Figures 1, 4
5, 7, 13, and 14; pe84, 86, and 88) showed these details
clearly.

In three structures (Figures 1, 5, and 13), the ends
of the siding boards were butted against horisont

member as shown in Figure 27 (P.94). Deterioration was

found in these joints in two structures.



Three other structures (Figures 4, 7, and had

overlapping joints similar to the one shown in Figure 28
(p.95). There was no deterioration in these joints.

Other types of deterioration found in group (A)
walls are shown in Figures 29 and 30 (p.96 and 97).

The illustration on page 65 and Figure 26 (p.93)
show the types of deterioration found in group B) walls,

which were used on six structures.
It appears from Table 12 that group A) and grou

(B) walls were very similar in regard to deterioration.
This is deceiving because two of the structures with group
(E) malls had inside wall coverings that made the detect.
ion of deterioration practically impossible Thus, it
seems that vertical siding is somewhat more weather-tight
than horizontal siding.

No deterioration was found in the malls of etthar
group C) or group (D), which indicates that shingles may
be more meat er.tight than either vertical or horizontal
siding.

First floor. In seven structures, the entire first
floors, or sections of them, were of all.wood construction
but only the top surfaces of the floors were accessible for
inspection in a number of these structures. Deterioration

as found in the first floors of two of the seven struc.
urea, but no relationship to the type of construction was

29



Table 13 Locatio

Number
f c

of All Cas

Deteriorati

of Deterioration

of Deterioration in

30

South side
Interior
East side
West side
North side

17 1/3
5
S 1/
7
7

597
505
165
193
96

37
31
12

6
General (all. ;ides, )4 2



noticed.
Wooden planking was laid over concrete floors in the

animal stalls of two structures, and it was obvious that
water between the concrete and the planking would evaporate

very slowly. One whole row of stall floor boards totaling
400 board feet, was deteriorated completely in one of these
structures.

LOCATION OF DETERIORATION Tables 13 and 14 locate
the deterioration by the exposures on which it occurred
Table 15 indicates the structural division in which the

deterioration was located.
illgsmores. For the purposes of this survey,

deterioration was considered to be on one or more of the
four sides of a structure if it was in, or had progressed
from, the outside walls or roof. The cases shown in

Figures 2, 3, 18 21, 25, 26, 27, 29, and 32 (p.84m-99)

were considered to be on the sides of the structures.
Interior deterioration, illustrated by Figure (p 98)

was confined to interior portions such as floors or par.
titions and did not affect the walls or roof of the &true-.
ture. General deterioration on all four sides of a struc-
ture is illustrated by Figure 22 (p.92).

Both Table 13, which includes all 46 cases of dete-
rioration, and Table 14, which lists those cases in which
rain was the source of moisture, show the eatest amount



Table 15. Location of All Cases of Deterioration
OY Structural Worigione

32

Deterioration
VolumeNumber

Location of cases Board feet Percent of totaJ
Foundation.sill
lower wall 22 54.7

First floor 3 486

Upper mall 11 381

Ramps and other
Items outside the
main structure area 131

Roof
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er splashed in
rmal operation

plumbing

Earth piled
Against structure
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3.0
2.0

1.0

Rain 7

Direct application
of anis
and urine 1.0 400

Original ground
contact 10.5 282

High water 1.5 128

Kanure piled
against structure 2.5 36



of deterioration on the south sides of the structures.
Winter rains driving from the south were apparently
responsible for this condition.

§z, structural divipions. The structural divisions
listed in Table 15 should be self explanatory. As would be

expected, the foundationsill -lower wall region contained
the most deterioration, but the first floor and upper wall
also contained large amounts.

CONTRIBUTORY CONDITIONS. Moisture is the principal
factor that governs deterioration in this area since the
temperatures ordinarily are favorable to the growth of
deteriorating organisms. The contributory conditions were

divided into three groups for analysis of the deteriora-
tion. First, a source of moisture was necessary; second,
when the moisture was supplied by rain, there had to be a
factor responsible for its penetration of the walls or
roof; and third, a factor that hindered the drying of the
wood was necessary.

Sources gt, lesisture. Rain was the most impo

source of moisture both in number of cases and in vo um,

of deterioration (Table 16). Rain was the moisture source

in the deterioration illustrated on pages 64 and 65 and in
Figures 2, 22, 26, 27, 29, 30 and 32 (p.84-99)

The one case in which moisture was supplied by
direct application of animal manure and urine included the



floor boards of one row of stalls in the dairy barn pic-
tured in Figure 14 p.88) and accounted for 25 percent of
the total volume of deterioration recorded for all
structures.

Original ground contact, which contributed to 17

Percent of the total deterioration, is illustrated in
Figure 3 (p.84) and indicates that the deteriorated member
was placed in contact with the ground when the

built.
Annual high water from the Willamette

some structures on law ground or with foundations 0
ficient height and contributed to eight percent of the
total deterioration. (See Figures 24 and 25, p.92).

There were too few cases of deterioration resulting
from earth (p.66) and manure piled against the structure
to determine whether earth or manure was more conducive to

deterioration.
Water splashed in normal operation, as from watering

(Figure 18, p.90), hoses (Figure 21 p.90), wash

tubs, and other necessary equipment, was the moisture
source in two percent of the total deterioration. Leaking

plumbing, as illustrated in Figure 31 (p.98), contributed
to one percent of the total deterioration.
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Table 17. Deterioration by Factors Responsible
for t4, Pemetrati,on of Rain

Factors responsible
for the penetration Number
of rain
Strong winds

Unflashed joints
Concrete foundations
not sloped downward
from wood

Poorly installed
flashing
Poor maintenance

of

5

of cage Board felt Percent of total

142

D eri9rp. ton
Volume

3

134

10 238



7actors OUSASUalt MIL penetration.a tiks
Although all of the farm structures inspected were intended
to shelter their contents from the weather, rain that
penetrated the walls or roofs contributed to more daterio.
ration than did any other single source of moisture.
The factors responsible for the penetration of rain are
listed in Table 17. A few of the cases in which rain was

the moisture source were not included in this section
because the deterioration was limited to the outside of the

siding.
Examples of structures in which strong winds drove

rain through south walls of commonly accepted construction

types are shown in the illustration on page 65 and in

Figures 26 (p.93) 27 (P.94) 30 (P.97), and 32 (P.99).

Strong winds contributed to
of deterioration.

Nine percent of the total d
from rain water running into unflash
illustrated on page 64. Poorly install
the penetration of rain water for eight percen

total deterioration. Figure 20 (p.90) shows both good and

poor flashing installation.
When a concrete foundation was not

from the wood set upon it, water collected
tion and ran between the cone

atl.ou

rcsnt of the total volume

and the wood. This was



Deterior
Factors that
hindered drying
Construction

Original
ground contact

Hay or straw piled
around member

Poor general
ventilation
Shade

Manure piled
against structure
Constant moisture
source

Vegetation
surrounding member

Earth piled
Against structure

Yard feet
1011

291

103

26

atio
Number
of cflpep

24.5

11

1.5

2.5

1.5

2

1

olume
Percent of

63

la

0.5

0.5

Tat

Table le. Deter*oratign by Fa That dered Drying
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a major fault in silo construction and contributed to eight
percent of the total deterioration. (See Figures 22 and

25, p.92).
Three percent of the total volume of deterioration

resulted from poor maintenance of roofing Careful obser-

vation of Figure 12 (p 86) reveals that the tar paper roof
was torn at the edges, allowing water to penetrate between
the roofing paper and the sheathing.

Factors that hindered =jag. The factors that
hindered the drying of wood are listed in Table le

Joints of surfaces two inches wide and wider, such
as the joints between doubled studs and siding (Figure 26,
p.93), sufficiently hindered the evaporation of moisture
that had penetrated them to contribute to 63 percent of the
total deterioration. All deterioration resulting from
moisture trapped in joints of any type was charged against
construction and is illustrated on pages 64 and 65 and in
Figures 18, 21, 22, 27, 30, and 32 (P090.99)

Where deterioration was favored by original ground
contact or by earth or manure that had been piled against
the structures, moisture was supplied and evaporation was

prevented by the same factors
When deterioration occurred on exposed aurface

inside closed structures such as those shown in F gure

16 (p.88) and 24 (p.92), poor general ventilation was the



factor that hindered drying of the wood. This factor
contributed to five percent of the total deterioration.

No explanation should be needed for the hindering
of drying by hay or straw (Figure 29, p 96), shade a

constant moisture source, or vegetation surrounding the
deteriorated member (Figure 10 p.$6) These factors
contributed to 11.5 percent of the total deterioration.

PREVENTION OF DETERIORATION. Sixty-four and one-
half percent of the total volume of deterioration could
have been prevented by eliminating contributory conditions

(sources of moisture, factors responsible for the penetra
hetion of rain, and factors that hindered the dryi

wood) through good construction practices, maintenan

and sanitation. Preservative-treated wood has not been
used commonly in farm construction in this area and
therefor, is not considered as a deterioration preventative
at this time

Sources a moisture. Thirty percent of the total
volume of deterioration could have been prevented through
elimination of the sources of moistur

There was no excuse for original ground contact or
for the piling of manure and earth against wooden members.
Leaking plumbing could have been repaired easily. Thee'
four sources of moisture contributed to 17 percent of the
total deterioration.



Eight percent of the de eriorati
prevented by locating structures on higher ground or
designing foundations to keep wooden construction above

the average high-water levels
The splashing of water onto wooden construction

during normal operation reflected thoughtless planning in
several cases such as the one shown in Figure 18 (p.90)
Since there were other instances in which it might hay

been difficult to anticipate the situations at the time of

construction, approximately one-half of the deterioration
due to this factor was considered preventable, accounting

for one percent of the total volume of deterioration.
Two of the sources of moisture were entirely non-

preventable. Rain could not have been kept from striking
a structure, and it would have been impossible to prevent
animals from depositing manure and urine on the floors of

their shelters.
a tors re Ronsib t o

Thirty-one percent of the total volume of deterioration
could have been prevented by correcting factors that were
responsible for the penetration of rain.

Changes in basic wall construction are
red in this section because all of the four t
were thought by most people to be suitable for this section
of the country. However, three percent of the

consid-



deterioration would have been prevented if overlapping
joints of the vertical siding boards (Figure 2, p.95) had
been used instead of butt joints (Figure 27, p.94)

Properly installed flashing would have prev
the 17 percent of the total deterioration to which un
flashed joints or poorly installed flashing contributed

Sloping foundations downward from wooden construe.

tion would have prevented eight percent of the deteriora-
tion, and proper maintenance of roofing would have prevent

ad another three percent
Factors that llindered alialma. Of the deterioration

that could have been prevented by eliminating factors that
hindered drying, all but 3.5 percent of the total deterio-
ration was also preventable through the elimination of
sources of moisture or of factors responsible for the

penetration of rain.
Two percent of the total deterioration would have

been prevented by piling hay or straw in different loca-
tions, one percent by better ventilation, and 0+5 Percent
by keeping weeds cut around structures.

It is doubtful that construction could have been
altered to reduce appreciably the number of joints having
surfaces two inches and more in width. Shade, the natural

lack of sunlight on the north sides of structures could

not have been eliminated.

2



Lumber size group

Framing, joistsplank, and smal
timbers (2" to 4* thick. 6" and wider)
Boards and sheathing
(1" to li" thick)
Posts and timbers
(5" by 5* and larger)

Studding, blocking, and
(2" by 2" to 4" by 4")

Imo

Percent of
total volume
of deterior

Table 20

kumbar_size

1 x 3
1 x 41x5
1 x 6
1 x 8
1 x 12
Misc. 1"
5/4 x 6
2 x 4
2 x 62x$

De eri r

Volume
deteriorated

Volume
deteriorated

9

or o

7 2 x 10
44 2 x 3.2

5 Misc. 2" plank
133 3 x 6

98 3 x 12
118 x

22 xx 6
113
244

6x8
3.0x 10

71 wit tiia rqund



aggro eventable deterioration. Thirty.five and one-

half percent of the total deterioration could not have been
prevented by the ethods considered.

One case, in which stall floor boards were laid over
concrete and moisture was supplied by animal manure and

urine, accounted for 25 percent.
Of the remaining 10.5 percent, 7.5 percent was in

the foundation-sill lower wall region, and three percent
was in the upper wall. Rain was the moisture source in 9.5

percent, and water splashed in normal operation accounted
for the other one percent The penetration of rain was

caused mainly by strong winds from the south.

Joints of large surfaces hindered drying in practi.
fly all of the cases of non-preventable deterioration

VOLUMES OF DETERIORATED WOOD. The actual amounts of

deteriorated wood were recorded, but the situations often
were more serious than these volumes indicate. Much of the

deterioration occurred at vital structural points, and, in
many cases, the replacement of entire members was made

necessary by the deterioration of small sections.
A total of 1612 board feet of deteriorated wood was

recorded. The average per structure was 70 board feet, and

the maximum for a single structure was 506 board feet.
Table 19 lists the deteriorated material by sits

groups based upon the *Standard Grading and Dressing



Rules" of the West Coast Bureau of umber Grades and

Inspection 0 Table 20 lists the deteriorated mate
by individual sizes.



UMMARY

Twenty.three structures on 15 farms wartinspected
in order to develop a satisfactory method of surveying
deterioration in farm structures. All but three of the
structures contained material that had been damaged by
fungi or, in a few cases, termites. The average volume of

deteriorated wood was 70 board feet per structure, and the
maximum for a single structure was 506 board feet.

As would be expected, the volumes of deterioration
were greater:

in old than in new structures
in large than in small structures
in structures that had moist interior
conditions than in structures that had dry

tenor conditions,
poorly ventilated structures than in well

ventilated structures.
Structures on farms that had been occupied by the

present owners for a long time contained less deteriorated
aterial than structures on farms whore the Present meter-

ship was short.

The :Rise of the farm, number of s
farm, cost of the structure, and condition of the paint on
the outside walls of the structure did not appear to.have
any relationship to deterioration.



In most of the structures, the greatest amounts of

deterioration were found in south walls and in foundation.

sill lower wall regions,

Deterioration in the foundation-sill-lower wall

regions was less serious in structures that had high

foundations than in structures that had low foundations

But even in structures that had foundations over l feet

high, a sizable amount of deterioration in the foundation-

sill-lower wall regions resulted from rain that had pene-
trated the siding.

The principal factor that governed deterioration in

the walls of structures was the weather-tightness of the

siding and exterior joints. The types of siding on the

inspected structures were found to be weather-tight in the

following order; (a) shingles (b) vertical siding,

(c) horizontal drop siding. When vertical siding bo

were joined end to end, butt joints were often found tobe

deteriorated, whereas overlapped joints showed no

deterioration.

The conditions that contributed to deterioration

were divided into three groups: (a) sources of moisture
(1) factors responsible for the penetration of rains and

(c) factors that hindered the drying of the wood

In the order of the volumes of dete.e!ration to

which they contributed the sources of moisture were:



direct application of animal manure and urine, original
ground contact, high water, manure piled against the
structure, -water splashed in normal operation, leaking
plumbing, and earth piled against the structure.

The factors responsible for the penetration of rain
were: strong winds, unflaahed joints, concrete foundations
not sloped downward from the wood, poorly installed

flashing, and poor maintenance of roofing.

Drying of the wood was hindered most equentl
joints that were two inches or more in width. Other

factors that hindered drying were: original ground contact,
hay or straw piled around member, poor general ventilation,
shade, manure piled against the structure constant
moisture source, vegetation surrounding member, and earth

piled against the structure.
Sixt four and one-half percent of the total volume

of deterioration could have been prevented by eliminating
contributory conditions through good construction prac-
tices, maintenance, and sanitation.

The lumber size group that showed the greats

volume of deterioration was "framing, joists, plank, and
small timbers; two inches to four inches thick six inches
and wider."



RECOMMENDATIONS

Larger.sc studies of deterioration in

ructures Should benefit the lumber industry

well be sponsored by lumber trade organisations such

West Coast Lumbermen's Association.

The following recommendations for future surveys are

Onood on the findings of this survey and on suggestions

interested parties who have studied this report.

I. In order that the material studied be covered as

completely as possible, the scope of a survey should be

limited, concentrating perhaps on one type of structure or

on one factor such as weather tightness of siding

A very careful effort should be made to

all the deterioration that has ever taken place in a struc
ture, including that which has been repaired.

The volume of deterioration should be express

in relation to the size of a structure, possibly in terms

of board feet of deterioration per thousand board feet of

lumber in the structure.

In determining minimum foundation height, the

treatment of roof water (gutters, downspouts, overhang of

eaves) Should be studied more carefully.

The effects on deterioration of certain farming

practices, such as the intentional accumulation of straw

and manure on the floors of chicken houses and cattle

lounging barns, might be very interesting.



The following recommendations may be useful in the
design and maintenance of farm structures.

The results of this study indicate that found*.
tion walls Should be l feet high above the ground line, but
better treatment of roof water might reduce this figure.

Shingles are recommended for siding where horizon.
tal siding or vertical boards and battens are insufficient
to keep out strongly driven rain.

Although other types of siding may be more weather

tight, vertical boards and battens will be used by many
farmers because of the relatively low cost and ease of
application. It is recommended that any end.to.end joints
of the vertical siding boards be overlapped rather than
butted. Similar joints in other types of aiding, for in-
stance plywood, should be overlapped in the sane manner.

Hay and other materials that hold moisture and
hamper air circulation should not be piled against the in-
sides of walls exposed to prevailing strong winds and rains.

The critical structural memuers in the foundation-
sill.lower wall region and first floor should be pressure
treated with a preservative for maximum service.
be wise to treat other items, such as stall platform boards,
that are subject to frequent wetting. Simpler treatments
might suffice depending on the dryness and ventilation po

sible in the areas where the material is to be used.

would
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APPENDIX A

AMPLE INSPECTION REPORT



Fars: Dairy Owner: MacPherson

Date: July' 21 1949
FARM DESCRIPTION

1 Location: Oakville Amake 3, Alhany Oregn

2. Acreage: 240

3 Number, type, age, and general condition ofstructures:
1 dairy barn. See detail inspection.
1 grain warehouse. See detail inspection.
1 milk house. Made from an old water tower.

Extensively repaired. Much deterioration is still
present.

2 concrete stave silos.. Practically new and in good
condition.

1 general purpose barn. Very old and extensively
repaired.

Year in which present owners occupied farm: 1925

Previous occupants within the lives of the structures,
their present addresses, and the structures built by
each:

6. Crops and animals now being raised, those which were
handled in the past, and other uses of land and
structures:

Dairy farming is the principal occupation at present.
Some grains are raised for seed.

Total length of fencing:
General appearance:

Prosperous

Remarks:



Owner: MacPherson

ATTITUDE OF OWNER

Does he seem cooperative and interested in the
investigation?

The son appeared to be running the farm, and he was
very helpful. He asked many questions and was
apparently well informed.

What preservatives does he any?

He has used the salt treatment On some posts.

What is his attitude toward using treated lumber
especially if it were available in small quantities
and at a reasonable cost?

He questioned pole barn construction for barns. He
did not think even pressure-treated poles set in the
ground would last long enough to make the structure
worth-while. He said that even if the lumber on the
south end of the barn were treated and decay-proof, it
would not be satisfactory because the storms drive
through the siding and wet the inside of the barn

Dees he seek information from the college county
agent, and similar agencies?
He seemed to be in touch with most of the comm
sources of information on farming. He was glad to
have the post farm bulletin.

Further information and remarks;
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S ructure:_blajamaPowner MacPherson

Date: July 21 1949

GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE INDIVIDUAL STRUCTU

1 Year construction completed: 1925

Size by pacing: 1201 x8'
Number of stories: 2

4 Other descriptive information:

Site moisture conditions: Lve1 land

Ventilation: F. r
7 Animals materials, and equipment sheltered, and other

uses:

Cows and hay.

Date of last painting: 19

How often painted? Once since construction.
Present condition of paint: Fair

Constructions

Where were plans obtained?

Class of labor used:
cc. New and old lumber used and other information on

lumber:

All new lumber.

Specific precautions taken against
and insects:

d $ 5.000



Structure: Dairy barn Owner: MacPherson

PHOTOGRAPH OF STRUCTURE

41F.1

inrOlinit

Photograph of the southeast corner.
The corrugated aluminum that was applied
over the wood siding on the south end
can be seen clearly.
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Structure: Dairy barn
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Structure: Dairy barn Owner:, MacPherson

STRUCTURAL DETAILS

1. Sketch to give general idea of foundation, sills
framing, siding, .inside wall covering (if any) and
first floor construction.

1x6 Drop siding-ki.

3x6 Sill

Foundation:
D stance of
top from Location in which
round line. this construction

escription Material 14inliM is em lo ed

lab Concrete O. 1' lil Eaire foundation

J.
emarks:

First floor:

Member

.Remarks:

Material_

Concrete

..de--2x6 Studs

59

Portion of structure area
covered, and location

Entire structure area



Structure! Dairy barn Owner: MaePherson

STRUCTURAL DETAILS. . Page 2

40 Second floor:

Remarks:

Material

Wood

Portion of struc-
ture area covered,
and location

Entire structure
area

Sketeh showing type
of construction, if
wooden

lx8 Boards

5. Walls:
a. Fraffiing,

b. Wall covering

Eescription
Material Type

aside of studs01. MEOW

Aorizogtal 'Wood Drop

lkiside of studs I
=ND Mi=

6x6
Bearing -
post

Remarks:,
Corrugated aluminum siding was applied over

the wood siding on the south end in 1948.

60

'

Size

Portion of wall
in which this
construction is
employed, and
location

lx6 Entire wall

.
.

'Name of
oemb9r Material ,Size
Oill 'Wood 3 x 6
Otuds '2 x 6

Tt 6 - lx4's
laminated

Ni-tion of wall
in which this
construction is

- employed,, and
!Spacing location

Entire wall
2' o.c. Beth ends

2' o.c. Both sides

r.ember

siding



Structure: Dairy barn Owner: MacPherson

STRUCTURAL DETAILS - Page 3

Roof:
Style: Gothic arch
Construction:

Sketch of details around openings in outside walls:

Drip fastened to outside of siding

61

Lame of
member Material Size Spacing_

Rdditional
information

Rafter

Nailing
strips Wood

Jood

5 - 1x4Is
laminated

1x6

2' 0.c. Studs and rafters
were laminated
into one piece

6.

Shingles

7.



Locatiornber Locaton

Cause

Description of deteriorated o io ,
h a.. o te d 'el. no

.4
e
a
o

Ho:
00

There
south
sidi

South end in
vicinity of sliding
door track

South end, Junction
of corner posts and
studs with sill

West side near north
end,

are probably several
end, but they are not
$ hay in the mow, anc

Approximately 22 feet long and
includes a drip board, track board
siding, studs, braces between studs,
and door trim

Five junctions along south wall,
including corner posts, studs,
siding, and sill

Approximately six feet along bottom .

two siding boards.

other deteriorated points on the
accessible because of the aluminum
heavy structural members.



Contributory
,

Items
d

Total 1ength

Extent
if
a
et

Approx.
volume

1. Winter winds Drip board 2x6 22' 1 22
and rains Unsat Track board 1x8 22' 1 14isfactory applica.
tion of drip board

Siding
Studs (8)

lx6
2x6

44'
8'

II 22
8

ri

Braces (4) 2x6 et x 8 C
Trim lx8 101 1 15 I

2 Winter winds -Garner posts
and rains. Large (2 6.1x4 6' 1 4
surfaces are joinec Studs (3) 2x6 2' 1 2
at these points,
and the moisture

Sill
Siding

3x$5
1x6

3'
St

1
1

5
4

does not evaporate
readily.
3 Dirt was piled Siding lxó 12'
against the siding
when a drainage
ditch was dug along
this side of the
barn. ..

116



2: 6
drip
board

1 x 8
sliding door
track board

Sliding door track

Deterioration Location Number 1

This drawing shows the construction around the

south door of the barn as it was when the deterioration

took place. Corrugated aluminum now covers the wood

siding, and the drip board has been removed. Driving

winter rains and the failure to use flashing over the

drip board resulted in the decay conditions indicated.

2 x 6
lintel

x 6 siding

4

x 6 stud

_ DETERIORATION DETAILS

2 x 6
brace

64
Structure: Dairy barn Owner: MacPherson

1



1

3 X 6 sill

Structure: Dairy barn .Owner: MacPherson

DETERIORATION DETAILS I

1 x 6 drop siding

Deterioration Location Number 2

The board-foot volume of lumber decayed in this case
does not indicate the seriousness of the situation. The
deterioration is concentrated at a vital structural point.
Repairs would be costly.

Corner post:
6 - 1 x 4
2 x 4
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Structure: Dairy barn Owner: MacPherson

DETERIORATION DETAILS

Deterioration Location Number 3:
Dirt was thrown against the siding when
the drainage ditch (barely visible through
the weeds) was dug recently. Moderate
decay and insect damage resulted.
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APPENDIX B

RECOMMENDED DATA SHEET

The following data sheets are designed to be used
in the inspections of most farm structures. As in the
sample inspection report (APPENDIX A) a photograph of
each structure, a drawing of each structure, and photo.
graphs or sketches of the cases of deterioration would
be included.

For inspections of silos, the forms in APPENDIX C
should be substituted for the pages concerning general
information on the individual structure and structural
details.
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Type of farm: Owner:

Date:

FARM pESCR1FTI0N

Address:

Location:

Acreage:

List of structures inspected in detail:

umber, type, age, and general condition
ructures on the farm:

Year in which present owners occupied

Previous occupants within the lives of the structures
their present addresses, and the structures built by
each:

Crops and animals now being raised, those which were
handled in the past, and other uses of land and
structures:

Total length of fencing:
General appearance:

10. Remarks:



Owner:

ATTITUDE Of OWNER

Does he seem cooperative and interested in the
investigation?

2. What preservatives does he use, if any?

What is his attitude toward using treated lumber
especially if it were available in small quantiti
and at a reasonable cost?

Does he seek information from the college, county
agent, and similar agencies?

Further information and remarks:
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Structure: Owner:

Date:

GENERAL INFORMATJON ON THE INDIVIDUAL STRUCTURE

Year construction completed:

Site moisture conditions:

Ventilation:

Animals, materials,equipment sheltered, and other
uses:

Date of last painting:
How often painted?

Present condition of
Construction:

Where were plans obtain

Class of labor used:
New and old lumber used, and other information on
lumber:

Specific precautions taken t fungi, termites,
and other insects:

e. Cost:

Remarks:
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Structure: Owner:

Foundation:

STRUGTUR4 DETAILS

Outside dimenaionst Length Width Height

Sketch to give general idea of construction of
foundation, sill, framing, outside and inside wall
coverings, and first floor:

71

Mat eni Ay

Portion of foun-
dation and local.
tion in which
this construc-

emsu

emar s:



tructur .

Description
of member

Description
of ember
ut j,d1 o

cove

Inside_of framira

Distance of outside wal
covering from ground:

Remarks:

Distance from ground, if wooden;

Remarks:

Walls:
a Fr

0

72

and location
which this con-
struction is u8ec

Portion of wall
and location in
which this con.
tructiou is is

in Avg Max

STRUCTURAL DETA

4. First floor: Ira-virit="uoture
Description area covered and
of member Material locati9n



Structure:
STRUCTURAL DETAILS

Remarks:

Roof:

Style:

Page

marks:

73

Description
of member Sac

6 Second floor:
Portion of struc-

Description ture area covered
of member Material and location(



Structure: Owner:

.-STRUCTUnLEML-P.....a.l.§*Pg.t.S.-
g, Outside finish around windows and doors:

a. Representative sketch or photo:

Windows and doors repro

ocat on

ed by cons et ion
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APPENDIX C

SPECIAL DATA SHEETS FOR SILO INSPECTIONS

The following forms are used to record general
information and structural details for silos. For inspec-
tions of silos, they would be substituted for the corre-
sponding sections in the recommended data sheets
(APPENDIX B).
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Silo Number: Owner: Soh e

Datet:.haLlasjt142_,
0 ERAI TNFORNATION

Tear construction completed: 1926

Site moisture conditions: Leysi lakid that is f19oded
nearly e'en, Year.

3. Ventilation: Poori, particularly in the chute.
4* Type of silage stored: Corn and &reps*

5 Date of last painting: 1938

How often painted? That iç,s th
Present condition of paint: Poor.

Classification of original aanufact
( ) Commercial silo purchased as a unit ready for

erection.
( ) Constructed entirely by the farmer or contractor.
(I) Other. xplain: Details of the origiuel rnufac.

ture were not known?

Class of labor used in construction or erection a h

site:
nformation on lumber and other materials:

Specific precautions against fungi and insects:

Cost:

RemarkstALULJUULAOLAMLIUMLIALJULTME.4.:



Silo itimber: 1

General construction type: Wood stave.

Shape and dimensions: Cylindrical. 8foot diameter.

Sketch showing cross section of foundation and walls:

/1/8 x li Steel bands
spaced 2 feet apart

Remarks:

members:

Remarks:

STRUCTURAL DETAILS

Owner: Schessler

x 4 Silo stave

/70

Katerial Shape Size

Distance of top
from Eround line
Min Avg idax

Concrete

,

Octagonal 10' across 0

I

3"

Description of member Material Size

1/8" x 1A"

ISpacin_

2'Forizontal bands Steel

2

5. Framework
-

4. Foundation:



STRUCTURAL DETAILS - Page 2

Silage retaining wall:

Remarks:

2x4 Door framing

Remarks:

Doors:

Sketch of one door and surrounding construction:

2x4
Silo staves

boors were 1-inch
boards set edge to
edge and held in
place by silage

8o

'Description of member Material Size

Vertical staves, tongued and
grooved.

Wood

_

2 x 4

Description of member Material Size

Boards
Door frame vertical members
Door frame spacers

Wood
Wood
.:ood

1" thick
2 x 4
2 x 4

Silo Number: 1 Owner: Schessler



Silo Number: I Scheesler

STRUCTURAL

8. Chute:

Location: 8oth side
-1721111111111111111111111111CM"SalWilifillki

Remarks:

Roof:

Style: Octagonal pointed

Irrimcamninimnriimw

Remarks:

Wood 2
Wood

on o

Vramework
Vertical thiplap

Rafters Wood 2 x 4
Sheathing Wood 1x4
Shingles Wood



APPENDIX D

PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS SHOWING STRUCTURES
INSPECTED AND EXAMPLES OF DETERIORATION



F gures 1
Figure

Figure

Figures 5

Figure

Figure

throu4h 6

2, and 3. A general purpose barn.,

1.- North side and west end.,
2. Deterioration in which rain, unsatisfactory

flashing, and heavy joint construction were
the contributory conditions.. The original
2" by 6" drip board was replaced by the I"
board shown. The upper edge of the fleshing
apparently had been fastened to the outside
of the siding. It should have been run
under the butt ends of the aiding
Deterioration due to ground contact from
date of construction..

South side and west end of a second general
purpose barn. Note the overlapping joint of the
siding boards on the west end. No deterioration
was found in this joint.

and 6. A third general purpose barn

South end and west side. Note the bu
of the siding boards on the south end
was found in this joint.
Details of the outside finish around a window
and a sliding door track. Since no flashing
was used, it was possible for rain water to
run between the window trim and the siding
and between the sliding door track board and
the siding.

joint
Decay

Figure

Figure 4.
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Legend for Figures 7 through 12

Figure 7. north side and east end of a fourth general
purpose barn. Deterioration was found in the
guide for the base of the door, where dirt and
straw had collected and kept the wood moist.

Figure 8. South side and east end of a fifth general
purpose barn. No battens had been placed over
the cracks between the 1" by 12" siding boards
in this 16-year-old structure. It was
considered well ventilated, and no deterioration
was found.

Figure 9. North side and west end of an equipment shed.
no deterioration was found in this well
ventilated structure, but its age of 11 years
was relatively low.

Figure 10. South end and east side of a second equipment
shed. There was deterioration in this structure
at the base of the siding boards on the west
side, where weeds apparently had been allowed
to grow at some time and the air circulation
had been shut off.

Figure 11. South end and east side of a grain warehouse.
Corrugated aluminum had been applied over the
wood siding on the south end, but a consid-
erable amount of deterioration had taken plate
previously when rain had driven through the
horizontal siding.

Figure 12. South end and east side of a poultry house.
The roofing had not been maintained properly
along the edges. Water had penetrated between
the roofing and the sheathing, and decay was
the result.

-
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L2E2Licl for Figures 13 throuh 16 

Figure 13. South side and west end of a dairy barn. 
Deterioration was found in the butt joint of the 

siding boards on the east end. 

Figure 14. South end and east side of a second dairy barn 
Deterioration was found in the construction 

around the sliding door track on the south end. 
No deterioration was found in the overlapping 

joint of the siding boards on the same end. 

Figure 15. South end and east side of a third dairy barn. 
The shed on the south end, added sometime after 
the original construction, had no concrete 

foundation and was not included in the inspec- 
tion. One small case of deterioration was 
found in a window sill behind the fallen silos, 
where air circulation was hindered. This struc- 
ture was subjected to high water nearly every 
year, and, as would be expected, the greatest 

amount of deterioration was in the wooden first 
floor. 

Figure 16. East side of a horse barn. This barn had not 
been used for the three years preceding the 

inspection and had been kept closed during that 
time. Deterioration was scattered over a large 

area in the framing and siding on the south 
end. Rain had driven through the siding, and 
the poor ventilation had hindered evaporation 
of the moisture. 
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Legend for Figures 17 through 21

Figures 17 and 18. A pump house.

Figure 17. South side and west end. The watering
trough shown in Figure 18 is at the right.

Figure 18. Water splashed in normal operation was a
contributory condition for this deteriora-
tion around the watering trough. The damage
extends into the sill and around the corner
of the structure.

Figures 19, 20, and 21. A milking parlor.

Figure 19. South end and east side. This structure had
an inside wall covering which prevented
detection of deterioration in the walls.

Figure 20. Close-up of the window and sliding door
track shown in Figure 19. The flashing over
the window was applied properly, the top
edge running under the siding board.
In contrast, the top edge of the flashing
over the sliding door track was exposed,
allowing water to run between the flashing
and the siding.

Figure 21. Deterioration due to water splashed in
normal operation. One case of deterioration
found in this structure was in the sill in
the region of this hose connection. The
sill was wet from this moisture source and
also from water splashed when the floor
inside was washed.
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Lumi for Figures 22 through 25

Figure 22. Southeast view of a vertical stave silo.
Deterioration was found at the bases of all of
the posts of the shielding structure, and
several feet of deteriorated material had been
sawed off of the base of the silo.

Figure 23. Southeast view of a second vertical stave silo
(on the left). The deterioration found in this
ten-year-old structure was negligible.

Figures 24 and 25. A third vertical stave silo.

Figure 24. Southwest view. Much deterioration was
found inside the chute, where the ventila-
tion was poor.

Figure 25. This case of deterioration illustrates a
type commonly found in silos. The concrete
slab foundation was flat, allowing rain
water to run toward the silo as readily as
away from it. The joints of the staves with
the concrete and with each other did not dry
quickly. Damage was caused by both fungi
and termites, many of the staves that appear
sound in the photograph being hollowed out
by termites.



Figure 22

Figure 24

Figure 23

Figure 25
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Studs

Horizontal drop siding

93

Figure 26. Deterioration for which the moisture
source was rain that was driven through the horizontal
siding.



11111ihh

111111144x6

strip

But: joint

8 x 8 post

x 3 batten

x 12 siding board
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Figure 27. Deterioration in a typical butt joint
of vertical siding boards. This type of deterioration
.as found in two of the three structures in which butt
joints were used.



pOst

x 3 batten

1 x 12 siding boards

Overlapping
joint

2 x 6
nailing strip

. 95

Figure 28. Overlapping joint of vertical siding
boards. No deterioration was found in any of the joints.
of this type.
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1 x 12 siding board

_

3 batten

/ 14r'--Baled hay

1" flooring

x 8 end joist

x 6 sill

x 4 nailing strip

x 5 window trim
I

.Foundation wall

Figure 29. An example of deterioration in the

south wall of a barn in which bulky construction and hay

piled against the wall hindered evaporation. Moisture

was supplied by rain driven by strong winds.
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1 x 3 batten

1 x 12 siding board

2 x 6 sill

Concrete foundation
and floor
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Figure 30. Deterioration in the sill and
Vertical siding of the south wall of a barn. Rain was
driven through the wall in such quantity that puddles
collected on the floor.



Spigot

8 x 8 bearins, cost

x6

x 4 cow
stanchions

x6

x 12 floor boards

Figure 31. Deterioration due to leaking
plumbing. Water that dripped continuously from the

spigot ran under the post and resulted in decay at the

base.
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1 x 5

ill
1 x 3 batten

1 x 12 siding

Figure 32. Deterioration at the corner of a

roof - the result of rain water that penetrated the
joint between the bargeboard and the fascia. One case
of this type was recorded, but there were probably more.
The roofs of most of the structures were inaccessible
with the available equipment.

1.x 6
bargebpard
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fascia
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